
     SIRIO Q Grinder BZSIRIOQ
 
Quick Overview
  

Practical choice.Â These high quality kitchen
equipment provide an excellent foundation for any
commercial kitchen.
Reliable and efficient. Our coffee machine units are
carefully designed to meet every product's
brewing/grinding capacity, with a modern and stylish
touchâ&#x80;&#x94;perfect for your kitchen!
Great value for money. Get the longevity you need for
the price you want.
Hygienic & easy to clean.Â Our products meet the
appropriate Health Department requirements, and are
easy to clean, with simple installation and remarkable
service.

 

  Description
  

Sirio-Q has been developed to meet the needs of professionals in the sector who are constantly looking for coffee with a perfect
balance and excellent aroma.

This new tool is the only premium coffee grinder able to guarantee excellent performance in all grinding categories, thus making it
possible to range from Turkish to filter coffee simply by adjusting the front ring.

Sirio-Q is the perfect weapon for those who wish to venture into different types of extraction because it offers total control over
grinding thanks to the ring nut that ensures extremely precise adjustment.

Quamar has left behind the classic design canons of professional coffee grinders and opted for new volumes and geometric
balances while maintaining traditional focus on the sturdiness of its products.

 

Key Features:

Self learning Brushless Motor ‒ delivers only the necessary power to win the effort required during grinding, using more
power only if the coffee beans are harder to grind
Reduction of the heating in the grinding chamber
Coffee dose with accuracy and consistency
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Independent motor and grinding chamber
Minimised thermal transfer
Undo micrometric movements caused by dilation of overheated materials
Extremely stable grinding compartment
Steady position of the burrs
Micrometric control of grinding range by frontal ring
Perfect particle size curve for all grinding standards
Innovative design for the ideal grinding in any application

 

Additional Information:

Burrs: Vertical Ø 77mm flat burrs with food friendly processing
RPM: 3 adjustable speeds 900 - 1200 - 1500 rpm
Suggested Daily Production: Up to 15 kg
Suggested Use: Ibrik, espresso, moka, filter, V60, cupping
Dose System: Automatic or manual setting for single and double dose.
Possibility of activating the stored dose using the switch button
Grinding Adjustment: Stepless micrometric system
Material: Aluminium body
Standard Hopper Capacity: 500g

 

Warranty: 1 Year parts only
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Your Shipping Specifications
 

Net Weight (Kg) 20.5

Width (mm) 200

Depth (mm) 390

Height (mm) 630

Packing Width (mm) 450

Packing Depth (mm) 250

Packing Height (mm) 700

Power 240V ; 1kW/10A

Warranty 1 Year Parts Only
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